
  Days In Los Angeles



February 2018
(mingles with aspects from 2019, 2020,2021,2022 like flash-forwards)

Morning:

Day Remarks Los Angeles London Matosinhos

“Politics?” Donald Duck May, Brexit, Baby Colonies, Dictatorship,
Homeless, Prostitution???

First-Person narrator Old man but young at heart, lost 
and lonely (13. Beach)

Desperate and hopeless, 
search for calmness and 
tenderness, security

2–4 Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

5 Day of remembering Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

6 The Day After Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

7–16 Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

17–18 Concerts Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Bristol Braga

19–22 Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

23 Dover Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

24–27 Morning Routine
Breakfast in L.A. (L.A. Times)

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

Day Matosinhos London Los Angeles

28 Morning Routine
Breakfast in Matosinhos

Morning Routine
Breakfast in London

Morning Routine
L.A. - no breakfast



February 2018: (2019, 2020,2021,2022)

Over The Day: 

Day Los Angeles London Matosinhos

1

2

3

4

5

6 China Town (Wonder, history, old
man)

Soho Harbor,  Ponte  móvel  de  Leça,
otherside

7 National  History  Museum......,
Rose Garden (Stuttgart), Langer's

Tower of London, too late Parque da Cidade do Porto, Porto,
Av.  da  Boavista,  Praça  de
Mouzinho de Albuquerque

8 The Valley, El Pollo Loco The City of London Public  Transport,  Praça  de
Mouzinho de Albuquerque, R. de
Gonçalo  Sampaio,  shopping,
Douro, way back to Matosinhos 

9 Elysian Park area, Koreatown Election in South Africa Restaurante O Manel

10 Angelino Heights Paddington O Clássico

11 Along Sunset Boulevard Streets of London; young boy Casa Mariazinha Restaurante

12 Azusa, Royal In. Tand. Oxford Street; Marks and Spencer, 
Selfridges (young boy)

Matosinhos Surf School Cup

13 Del Rey, Venice, Venice Beach Harrods; young boy Public  Transport,  Praça  de
Mouzinho de Albuquerque, R. de
Padre Cruz, Jardins do Palácio de
Cristal,  Parque  da  Quinta  da
Macieirinha  

14 Topanga  Beach;  Malibu  Farm
Pier Cafe

British Museum (young boy) Town, small streets

15 Along Wilshire Boulevard Buying Ticket – Paddington Station Buying Ticket, Porto

16 Santa Monica Beach and Pier
Diamond District
7th Street
Skid Row by night
(irritated by silence)

Travel to Bristol
Evening in Bristol, Restaurant

Travel to Braga
Bar – Tosga; Pelle

17 Chinese New Year
Firecracker Run
Golden Dragon Parade
Wonder Cafe
Open Mic (own text)

Morning in Bristol (schools)
Concert “The Unthanks” in Bristol 
Unable to Communicate
After the Concert

Morning in Braga
Concert  “Amanda  Palmer”  in
Braga 
Unable to Communicate
After the Concert

18 Skid Row by day
Fashion District
Downtown; Old Downtown
(shocked, aimless)

Travel back to London
(no ship, Portishead)
Tea at station

Travel back to Matosinhos

19 Compton, Paramount
Los Angeles River

The Regent's Park (no zoo!)
Zoo as young boy

Strolling.......

20 Westside (Jews) China Town; young boy
Stamps

Strolling.......



21 Old Downtown City of London (young boy) Strolling.......

22 Arts District, Angels Flight, Little
Tokyo

Buying Ticket – Victoria Station
Other side of Thames

Strolling.......

23 Downtown, Library Dover (Castle, Channel, Restaurant, 
young boy) (Battersea)

Strolling.......?

24 Echo Park Kew Gardens; fair Strolling........?

25 Crenshaw,  Inglewood  (Mingles
Tea Bar), Cemetery

London Marathon Parque da Cidade do Porto

26 Santa Monica Beach and Pier
saying goodbye

(Rembrandt  Gardens)  Little  Venice;
saying goodbye

Parque  Basílio  Teles,  Café  Lua;
saying goodbye

27 L.A. Zoo (Stuttgart, Jaguar), 
saying goodbye 

Way through parks, Black Swans again;
saying goodbye

Matosinhos Beach, waves; saying
goodbye

Day Matosinhos London Los Angeles

28 Way to Porto Airport, at airport Way to Heathrow, at airport Way to LAX, at airport
Tents, Sweeping



The Story

Arrival (February the first; 2017 / 2018)

Los Angeles: an urban region of nearly 20 million - violence, cold, brutal, porn industry, water, 
Californian racism, 50% Latinos
<< a sick place, a place to run mad, a place that takes you captive, that lets you no chance, no 
escape possible, you never every will get it out of our head again

<< Will become a very long part with many long descriptions!!!

*

London: (Dover, Bristol) 9 million - arrogant, snobby, the City, other parts, parks, Kew
<< the place with a few nice aspects, but without real emotions

<< some descriptions, but much shorter than L.A. in the end

*

Matosinhos: 175,000 (Porto 238,000) - ocean, cozy, calm, slowing down, maybe a partner (sisters)
<< the place to come back, to die there

<< some descriptions, but much shorter than L.A. in the end



Morning Routine

Los Angeles: 

Day One:

<< Will become a very long first day with many long descriptions!!!

<<  every  day  the  same  words?,  sixth  day  first  day  after  remembering,  maybe  different
headlines L.A. Times,  always the same waitress (?; African-American woman),  the people
around?

<< Maybe discovering that Jerry's Motel was under renovation this year? But, where I had
my room this year? (Motel Westlake)

London: 

<< much shorter than Los Angeles

Bristol:

Hotel, large breakfast buffet

Matosinhos: 

<< much shorter than Los Angeles

<< every day the same words, sixth day first day after remembering, remembering that last
year at another place (D'el Rei)

Braga: 

First morning: Frigideiras do Cantinho; second morning: Taberna da Fonte (women jewelry)

<< The mornings are normal during the whole month.



Afternoon

<< The afternoon begins  always  with  stepping out  of  the hotel  in  London,  the guest  house in
Matosinhos, entering the Metro at Union Station in L.A. again.

<< Day two until day four in all cities positive.

<< The first days very normal, long descriptions, very precisely, first time here! 

<< Fifth day, the day of remembering: The essential tourist attractions in L.A. and London, but also
the fitness club in Matosinhos.
At the beginning not aware of, that I had been in these cities already. At the fifth day I become
aware of it, at the (fucking) Hollywood / Sunset Boulevard, Piccadilly and Trafalgar (was already in
the National Gallery), seeing them in front of the fitness club, the ugly building.  
 

<<  Day  five  is  the  breaking  point.  The  “inevitable”  tourist  attractions.  Hollywood.......,
Trafalgar....., but also the people in front of the fitness club. All starts up to mingle, becomes
more and more surreal, frightening, the years are starting to mingle (Donald Duck, Johnson,
pandemic,  Ukraine........).  Whereas,  L.A.  sometimes  calming  moments,  London  very  rear,
Matosinhos very often.

<< L.A.: I would discover that all that I have done so far, I had already done the year before
like  driving  every  day  to  Union  Station,  L.A.  Times,  Caesar Salad  with  fruit  and  triple
Americano. But also the pier, the ocean, the white house, the Californian girl.......all I had
done the year before. But, if this were only memories of last year, what had I done this year?
Now time stars to confuse.
<< The same in Matosinhos! 
<< Not in London!
<< In L.A. and Matosinhos day 1 until 4 are the days a year before – 2017! Also the arrival!
Day 5? Time starts to confuse!
<< In London it`s 2018, was not in London 2017! But more and more the memories of the
young man appearing. 

<< From now on, day five until day sixteen, it all  becomes more and more confusing,  surreal,
frightening.  

<< Day seventeen, first climax, Chinese New Year and the concerts.

<< Day eighteen until twenty-two, even more confusing, surreal, frightening. Flashforwards like
pandemic, Johnson, Ukraine, Biden, Supreme Court...........  

<< Day twenty-three, the second breaking point.
On top of the tower of Dover Castle, the remembering. The eighteen-year-old boy, the discovery of
the arousal when thinking of falling down and dying. The arousal to see the ocean and seeing the
waves and thinking to swim out forever.
In Los Angeles, the National Library, exhibition.
In Matosinhos?



<< From now on, day twenty-three until day twenty-six, all gets more and more normal again.
Awareness of the future?

<< Day twenty-seven, all normal again. The second climax. L.A. Zoo, London the black swans,
Matosinhos the ocean.



Evening

Los Angeles:

Gus's, Indian, El Pollo Loco......but mostly Gus's (always Westlake, Downtown West).
Korea Town by night.

<< Back to motel

*

London:

Pub(s?), first week man, than woman, then?
Java u at street as well. 

<< Back to hotel

*

Matosinhos:

The three fish restaurants, the two at the beach.....seven restaurants?

<< Back to guest house

*

<< After the messed up afternoons the world becomes orderly again, with stepping into the places?
<< In all three cities the evening at restaurants, pubs........calm down, bringing back the order?
<< Then back to the motel / hotel / guest house to lay down, to sleep, always early. 
<< L.A. - 7-Eleven by night, walking around Westlake, TV......after having dinner?
 

<< Mornings and evenings as times of normality, like being schizophrenic? Like being at breakfast
or in a restaurant, pub.........would be like being in another reality? During the afternoons? Le Pain
Quotidien  in  London,  fast  food  (iHop,  El  Pollo  Loco.......)  in  Los  Angeles,  small  cafés  in
Matosinhos as fixpoints in a more and more confusing world outside?

<< Inside positive (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Evening); outside dangerous and confusing.



Departure (February the twenty-eighth, 2018)

Matosinhos: 

Way to Porto Airport. Taxi.

At the airport waiting for the plane: melancholic but relaxed, but will come back, back to die there,
to find a cozy and tender place.

*

London: 

Way to Heathrow. Way back as coming.

At the airport waiting for the plane: no special emotions.

*

Los Angeles: 

<< taxi to Union Station

<< Flyaway Bus to LAX:
<<< Homeless sweeping in front of tent
<<< last time fucking Hollywood sign, being disgusted
<<< LAX sign, tears

<< entering the terminal

Way to LAX. Homeless sweeping, Hollywood sign, fear.

At the airport waiting for the plane: The large flag behind the glass, desperate, tears, not knowing to
come back, good to come back? Refusing to accept to have to fly back, pondering about how you
could stay, knowing that this city is sick, sick like a loopy woman, promising tenderness, warmth
and security. Hoping to come back, sick in a sick world.  

*

<< Los Angeles very long, Matosinhos long, London very short.



Day One

We will arrive at LAX in time, it's 1:10 PM local time now, unfortunately Los Angeles very cloudy
today. The pilot had announced it, so it were no wonder that one could not see much of the city
during the approach. Only for a brief moment a glimpse from high above was possible, but was this
in fact Los Angeles as such, or maybe a suburb or so? Disappointing in any case, especially not to
see the ocean, so far, one could have see so much during the flight.

<< From Frankfurt over England, Iceland, Greenland, the Canadian boarder, endless whiteness with
some small lights, mountain area, dessert, clouds. Description of the flight route.
 
Soon we will land on LAX the pilot said, as suddenly the clouds broke up, seconds before the
touch-down, it was the asphalt of the runway one could see now! The clouds obviously up to nearly
the ground, should one call it better haze or fog - what for an idea about "soon" had a pilot, I asked
me. 

<<  long  rolling  until  the  terminal.  Goodbye  to  Lufthansa  stewardess,  talking  about  Lufthansa
stewardesses. 
<< way to custom, the escalator, the view into the terminal, the huge American flag
<< problems at custom, a lot of hectic, men with beards........
<< speaking with the customs officer
<< fetching my luggage, the toxic luggage, leaving the terminal
<< Flyaway bus,  clouds  disapearing,  first  time Hollywood  sign,  way to  Union Station,  Union
Station, taxi, motel, first impressions.
<< Time in motel (describing room).
<< Walking down 3rd to Gus's, eating, sitting on the patio
<< walking back to the hotel, coffee at the 7-Eleven, back in the room, TV

We will arrive at London Heathrow in time, it's 1:10 PM local time now, sunshine in London today.
The pilot  had announced it,  so we could see a lot  of the landscape around London during the
approach, and also some of London itself. The whole short flight the weather had been nice and
much could have been seen. 

<< From Stuttagrt over Germany, Netherland, Channel. Description of the flight route.
 
<< touch down, terminal
<< luggage and custom very easy
<< express to Paddington station
<< walking the short way to the hotel, first impressions
<< hotel and hotel room
<< walking around in the evening, dinner

We will arrive at Porto A
irport in time, it's 1:10 PM local time now, sunshine in Porto today. The pilot had announced it, so
we could see a lot of the landscape around Porto during the approach, even the ocean, maybe also
Matosinhos, my real aim. The whole short flight the weather had been nice and much could have
been seen.



<< From Frankfurt over Germany, France and Spain. Description of the flight route.
<< luggage and custom effortless, like an inland flight
<< with the taxi to the guest house, first impressions
<< check in, describing room
<< walking to the beach, dinner



Day Two

Los Angeles:

The alarm clock had not rung, it also functioned abroad, my inner clock, still ten minutes until the
time I had set last evening – I stood up. The room, the rings over the bed, I had slept very well,
today was my first day in Los Angeles.

The first was a shower, after I had switched on the TV (program). Then I brewed a tea, decided for a
simple peppermint tea – the muffins (banana). Definitely not the banana muffin, had to say that I
don't like them, I decided for chocolate, always a good choice. Clothes? Well, I was a man, trousers,
a skirt, the light jacket in the backpack.

I stepped outside,

<< First day begins, yeah, it was different from Google Earth. I knew the direction I had to head,
the way back I had driven with the taxi, at least at the beginning. Then I had to find the way over
the freeway, the skyline, to the Metro station. Westin, Miro's etc.

The entrance to the Metro station.........

Union Station (arrival), the hall, ceiling, Amtrak, resting area........

Shop, buying an L.A. Times..........

Cafe Crepe, Eggs Benedict first day, then Caesar's Salad with fruits, triple Americano, witress

Reading L.A. Times.............

Way back to the Metro Station 7th Street..........

<<<<< Santa Monica Beach, Malibu (House), Point Dume, Californian Girl

London:

The alarm clock had not rung, it also functioned abroad, my inner clock, still ten minutes until the
time I had set last evening – I stood up. The small room, the window showing the wall, I had slept
very well, today would be my first day in London.

The first was a shower (no TV in London in the room). Clothes? Well, I was a man, trousers, a skirt,
it was only to enter the breakfast room.

Breakfast room, TV, the breakfast lady asks about the eggs the first day, then only: Like yesterday? 

Back in the room, the problem with weather and clothes, backpack.

I stepped outside.



<< First day begins, it was different from Google Earth. I knew the direction I had to head, the way
to the park, to cross the park.

<<<<<< Way through parks, squirrels, black swans, Le Pain Quotidien

Matosinhos:

 
The alarm clock had not rung, it also functioned abroad, my inner clock, still ten minutes until the
time  I  had  set  last  evening –  I  stood up.  The  room,  the  window showing the  inner  yard,  the
backsides  of  the  buildings  opposite,  I  had  slept  very  well,  today  would  be  my  first  day  in
Matosinhos.

The first was a shower, switching on the TV (Portuguese language)? Clothes? Well, I was a man,
trousers, a skirt, it was only to enter the breakfast room.

Breakfast room, TV, changing rolls and sweets at breakfast

Back in the room, dressing, backpack.

I stepped outside.

<< The first day beginns, yeah, it was different from Google Earth. I knew the direction I had to
head, the way to the beach.

<<<<<<<< Matosinhos Beach, Forte de São Francisco Xavier



Day Three

Los Angeles:

The second day, and I had already found my morning routine: To stand up right before the alarm
clock rings, TV, shower, tee and muffin - notice banana muffins - clothes, stepping out.

<<<<<<< Long Beach, restaurant – sunburn

London: 

The second day, and I had already found my morning routine: To stand up right before the alarm
clock rings, shower, breakfast room, TV, problems with clothings, stepping out.

<<<<<< Way through parks, Westminster, Thames, Tattershall Castle, Eye

Matosinhos:

The second day, and I had already found my morning routine: To stand up right before the alarm
clock rings, shower, breakfast room, stepping out.

<<<<<<<< Town, Small streets, all human 



Day Four

Los Angeles:

Standing up, TV, shower, tee and muffin - had not said something because the banana muffin – no
banana muffins anymore - clothes, stepping out.

<< sunburn, base cap, sun milk

<<<<< St. Monica (pedestrian), Crêpe,  Internet café (Koreatown)

London:

Standing up, shower, breakfast room, TV, problems with clothings, stepping out.

<<<<<< Paddington, java u

Matosinhos:

Standing up, shower, breakfast room, stepping out.

<<<<<<< Parque Basílio Teles, Café Lua



Day Five

Los Angeles:

Standing up, TV, shower, tee, clothes, stepping out.

<<<<<<< Hollywood / Sunset Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Westlake,1a later

London:

Standing up, shower, breakfast room, TV, problems with clothings, stepping out.

<<<<<< Piccadilly Circus,Trafalgar Square, National Gallery, 18 years-old

Matosinhos:

Standing up, shower, breakfast room, stepping out.

<<<<<< Fitness club, Beach, 1a later 


